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A Brief History 

Wood Norton Hall is a Grade II listed Victorian stately home near Evesham, Worcestershire. It was the 
last home in England of Prince Philippe, Duke of Orléans, who claimed the throne of France. Used by 
the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) during World War II as a station for listening to enemy radio 
broadcasts and an emergency broadcasting centre, it became the accommodation for the BBC's 
engineering training college that grew up in its grounds. The BBC retained purpose-built facilities in the 
grounds for technical training after selling the Hall, which became a hotel. 

 

1872 – 1912 

The site of a dwelling since medieval times, the exiled French Duc d’Aumale purchased the estate as a 
hunting lodge. The Duke, until his death in 1879, had shown considerable interest in the Evesham 
agricultural society. The Duke was keen on shooting and when at Wood Norton he hunted. He 
established a pack of harriers, these hunted in the area and on the Cotswolds. 

In 1879 the estate with its claim to the throne of France went to the Duke's great nephew, Louise-
Phillippe-Robert, Duc d'Orleans who converted the hunting lodge into the hall that stands today. The 
Duc d'Orleans came to live at Wood Norton in 1898, and was joined by his wife (the former Princess 
Marie-Dorothee of Austria), his sister (Princess Louise-Francoise) and other members of his family. He 
used his residence as a mini Palace with liveried footmen and many servants. He was a keen sportsman 
at one time being president of the Evesham golf club. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Members of the French Royal Family at Wood Norton Hall, Evesham, c.1897 

 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Listed_building
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stately_home
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evesham,_Worcestershire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Worcestershire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prince_Philippe,_Duke_of_Orl%C3%A9ans_(1869%E2%80%931926)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC
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In November 1907 the Royal Wedding of Princess Louise of Orleans (Duc d’Orleans sister and the 
Grandmother of the present King Juan Carlos of Spain) and Prince Charles of Bourbon took place. 
Guests included: King Alfonso of Spain, Queen Amelia of Portugal, the Grand Duke and Duchess Vladimir 
of Russia, the Comte and Comtesse of Caserta, Princess Maria Pia of Bourbon, Princess Marie-Josephine 
of Bourbon, Princess Stephanie of Belgium, Prince and Princess Alphonse of Barvaria and many others 
including representatives of the English Royal Family. The chapel at Wood Norton was too small for the 
wedding and another chapel was erected on the lawn. This had not been consecrated so at the last 
minute the civil wedding had to be held in a corrugated hut down Avon Street, Evesham. The main 
ceremony was then held at Wood Norton. The family  lived at Wood Norton until 1912. 
 

 

1912 – 1939 

 

Wood Norton Hall was sold to Sir Charles 
Swinfen Eady on 4th May 1912 after the 
Orleans family returned to France. Sir 
Charles Eady was a British lawyer and 
judge based in London. In 1901 Eady was 
knighted and appointed a Judge of the 
High Court of Justice and held office until 
1919.  
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1939 – 1941 

In early 1939, the BBC bought the site so that it could relocate its operations away from London and 
other urban centres in the event of hostilities. Its position - hidden within acres of remote woodland on 
a hill facing south - made it ideal for official use in the event of war. A number of temporary buildings 
were quickly erected around the hall to provide an emergency broadcasting centre. 

A dozen studios were built, and by 1940 Wood Norton was one of the largest broadcasting centres in 
Europe with an average output of 1,300 programmes a week. 

It was the home of the BBC's Monitoring Service from August 1939 until early 1943, when Monitoring 
moved to Caversham Park and Crowsley Park, near Reading. The move was made to release space at 
Wood Norton so that it could become the BBC's main broadcasting centre, should London have to be 
evacuated because of the threat from Germany's V-weapons. 

A fire during the war destroyed the Hall's upper storeys which is why the rooms that stand there today 
have a more contemporary feel and none of the original wood panelling.  

 

Old BBC Radio and Broadcasting Equipment and Memories 
Wood Norton 1939 – 1941 by Les “LG” Smith 

“At Wood Norton, Building Department had done a certain amount of work; they had erected about a 
dozen huts some of which were to house stores and workshop equipment, because Wood Norton was 
also to be the wartime home of Equipment Department. One of the huts had been equipped as a 
workshop, with lathes, drilling machines, etc, and another as a technical store filled with raw material, 
and these facilities were to prove invaluable in the next few months. In the control room, a false floor 
had been put down, a Post Office distribution frame had been erected and some Post Office cables laid, 
but it was otherwise in no fit state to do any broadcasting at all.  

Wood Norton was a very secret place, no mention of it was made in any local or National paper and 
particularly no mention of the BBC. 
 
No sleeping accommodation was available on the site, all the BBC staff were billeted in and around 
Evesham for which the people on whom they were billeted were paid a guinea (£1.05p) a week for board 
and lodging. Since, in those days, anyone from outside the immediate vicinity of Evesham was regarded 
as a "forriner", relations were sometimes rather strained between the townspeople and those forcibly 
billeted on them, who could not explain, due to the secret nature of the project, what they were doing at 
Wood Norton. This attitude was very much aggravated when real foreigners - Russians, Poles, 
Hungarians and other Europeans arrived to work in the monitoring service. Not all relationships were 
strained since it was in Evesham that I met my wife, who was a receptionist in the Northwick Arms, 
when I was billeted with her mother. 
 
Life outside work was virtually confined to what was available in Evesham since the bus services were 
severely curtailed, the timing being such that it was not possible to get to Cheltenham or Worcester and 
back in a day. I was fond of walking a lot in Kent and Surrey, but around Evesham I found no footpaths 
and the only walking seemed to be through vast fields of cabbages and Brussels sprouts - both 
vegetables which I hate! One could go to the cinema, however. There were two in Evesham - the Regal 
and the Clifton. There was also an occasional dance in the Town Hall.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caversham_Park
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowsley_Park
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reading,_Berkshire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V-weapons
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I was one of the first engineers at Wood Norton following the arrival of 
Bruce Purslow as Engineer-in-Charge in Easter 1939. He took up 
residence in the south lodge by the Golden Gates. These gates at the 
main entrance had come from another property once owned by the Duc 
d'Orleans - York House at Twickenham. The only brick buildings then on 
the site were - The Hall, Smith's Cottage, Steward's House, part of the 
Pear Tree complex and the restaurant complex which was then an open 
courtyard surrounded by stabling accommodation with a cowshed along 
the north east side of the courtyard. This cowshed formed our canteen 
and Bruce Purslow obtained a drinks licence for a bar. In 1940 the stable 
yard was roofed over to provide a much larger restaurant since the total 
staff, including Monitoring, by then exceeded a thousand.  

 
The Fire 

On the day of the fire at Wood Norton, 4th September 1940, I was enjoying 
a rare day off and on the road between Evesham and Wood Norton. I saw the smoke and hurried to the 
scene. 
 
I mentioned, in the section about Continuities, a large house called Abbey Manor. It was owned by 
Squire Rudd who had a hobby of fire fighting. He owned an old London Fire Brigade solid-tyred fire 
engine, full uniforms with brass helmets for his staff and a silver helmet for himself. He had a private 
telephone line to the local telephone exchange and would be informed of any rick fire in the district, 
whereupon he and his male staff would set off in the fire engine driven by his chauffeur/handyman. The 
latter was the only member of the Squire's staff still in residence. 
 
On my arrival at Wood Norton it appeared that the fire hydrants and hoses in the building were fed from 
a small pond halfway up the hill which had quickly been used up and the Evesham fire fighting 
equipment, in attendance, consisted only of a taxi towing a small trailer pump - this was a wartime 
arrangement provided in many small towns during the war and not of much use in fighting the Wood 
Norton blaze. 
 
I immediately went back to Abbey Manor and found the chauffeur anxiously waiting to know if his fire 
engine could be of use. We quickly took it out and, with me ringing the bell on the engine, drove to 
Wood Norton. He took the engine across the fields to the nearby River Avon for a supply of water whilst I 
ran out the hoses up the drive from the Golden Gates. Being used to the location of Rick fires, away from 
a supply of water, there were ample lengths of hose and we soon had a better "squirt" than the 
Evesham fire fighters. 
 
Soon fire fighting equipment arrived from Pershore and Worcester enabling the blaze to be got under 
control by about 1 am the next morning. We were of course very worried lest the fire should attract 
German bombers known to be in the vicinity and great efforts were made by all staff to rescue technical 
equipment, records, office furniture, filing cabinets, typewriters, etc. all of which would have been very 
difficult to replace in wartime. It was quite understandable in these circumstances that in their efforts to 
save a grand piano, staff not normally associated with orchestral activities should have sawn off the legs 
of the piano to get it out through a doorway not aware that the top was made to lift off the leg-
framework for transportation! 
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Due to the magnificent woodwork 
of the floors and ceilings, 
practically no water came 
through the ceilings and the 
extent of the damage was 
confined to the roof and a few 
rooms directly beneath the seat of 
the fire. Fortunately, the control 
room was undamaged, and 
equipment removed was rapidly 
re-installed during the next day or 
so. 
 
Several Post Office circuits were 
put out of action but these were 
quickly restored and broadcasting 

was not interrupted except for an orchestral broadcast under the direction of Stanford Robinson which 
had to be cancelled. By about 2am the following morning, however, Wood Norton was able to give a 
tape reproduction of the broadcast via the emergency control room in the Steward's House. 
 
The cause of the fire was never definitely known. The most likely explanation seems to have been that 
sunlight shining through a glass skylight had ignited insulation packing in the roof. 
 
A temporary roof was soon constructed. This turned out to be not that temporary, as it survived until 
1990 when the roof was reconstructed to the original design.” 
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1941 - 1980 

After the war, Wood Norton became the home of the BBC Engineering Training Department, now 
branded the BBC Academy. It is well known for the quality and depth of expertise in all aspects of 
broadcasting. Training is provided for technical and engineering staff from most UK broadcasters and 
telecommunications companies, with some sales of training overseas. Training staff run residential 
courses on-site, travel to deliver courses at other sites in the UK, and design interactive courses for use 
on the BBC's internal network. 

During the Cold War it was designated as a broadcasting centre in the event of a nuclear attack. 
 

The nuclear bunker 

In 1966, and into the late 1960s, Bredon Wing was built as an addition to the training centre, containing 
a 175-foot-long (53m) nuclear fallout bunker beneath it. A mast was constructed on top of the hill 
behind the hall and was fitted with an SHF dish (microwave link) to Daventry radio transmitting station 
(referred to in 1975 cabinet papers released 30 December 2005). 

Two VHF yagi aerials were fitted to receive signals from the transmitters at Holme Moss and 
Llandrindod Wells. Later, another SHF link was fitted to the Pebble Mill studios in Birmingham, to 
provide reliable TV reception for the technical training facilities as the local terrestrial TV signal was 
poor. 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cold_War
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_fallout
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Super_high_frequency
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daventry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/VHF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yagi_antenna
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holme_Moss
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Llandrindod_Wells
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pebble_Mill
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Birmingham
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The bunker (known as PAWN - Protected Area Wood Norton) and mast, and many other installations, 
were referred to as "deferred facilities" within the BBC. Few staff knew their full extent and those that 
did had to be vetted by the Ministry of Defence and sign the Official Secrets Act (OSA). Some secrecy 
surrounds the bunker to this day. 

The "deferred facilities" were modified many times over the years. In the 1970s they were extended 
and updated to be able to provide the "Wartime Broadcasting Service". 
 

Filming at Wood Norton 

Because of its convenience as a BBC facility, Wood Norton was used for some of the filming of the 
1970 Doctor Who serial Spearhead from Space. It was later used for all of the location filming of the 
1974 Doctor Who serial Robot. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1980 – Present Day 

Wood Norton Hall became a Grade II listed building in 1994 and in 2000 the Hall itself was sold off by 
the BBC and converted into a privately run hotel and conference centre. It closed in 2005, reopening 
under new management the following year. The hotel finally ceased trading in 2010 due to financial 
problems. The BBC retains its Technical and Operational Training Centre in the extensive grounds. 

The Hall was bought by a British investor in early 2012 and re-opened in October 2012 under the 
management of Bespoke Hotels. The Hotel now boasts 20 double bedrooms in the Hall itself, 6 of which 
include the original wood panelling and features. An additional 30 bedrooms have been created in the 
adjacent Pear Tree Mews; a converted stables and coach house which has a bright and contemporary 
feel.  

 

 

Spearhead from Space (2)  Filmed 14th Oct 1969  The Brigadier and Monroe in discussion 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ministry_of_Defence_(UK)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Official_Secrets_Act
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wartime_Broadcasting_Service
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_Who
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spearhead_from_Space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot_(Doctor_Who)

